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Suggestions to Teachers  
(Marie Sklodowska-Curie: Discover of two radioactive elements) 

 

Expected results 

After the lesson, the students are expected to: 

1. Locate the Curie’s contribution to the development of science, based on the narration as 
well as the lesson activities. 

2. Write the differences between the Becquerel’s discovery and the Curie couple’s 
discoveries concerning their researches on the Becquerel’s rays. 

3. Describe the procedures which Maria and Pier Curie succeeded to isolate radium and to 
determine its atomic mass, by their inquiry  in the web. 

4. Write a text about the properties and the uses of radium, as a radioactive element, based 
on the suggested information. 

5. Make inquiry in the web and to present certain  points about the  cathode  rays, the  X-
rays, the rays of Becquerel, the a, b, c, rays or the alpha, βeta, and γ rays, based on a 
proposed framework  data collection. 

6. Write a text with the important points from the History of Science for the evolution of 
the term ‘chemical element’, from the ancient years until today, by their inquiry  in the 
web or the text books. 

7. Locate the characteristics in which the Nature of Science is evident into Gurie’s work, 
based on the narration as well as the lesson activities. 

8. Compose a presentation about the life and the work of Maria Gurie in science, in order to 
present it either in a school event or  a public event or  a conference.  

9. Write a text with the differences between the Maria Gurie’s theory and other scientists’  
theories, based on suggested comics. 

About the activities of  students 

The proposed students' activities are indicative and they aim at the accomplishment of the above 
expected outcomes. Moreover, the teacher may choose some of them for the teaching process in 
relation to its aims, the needs of students and the available time. Finally, she/he can create her/his 
own activities. 

About the emergence of the characteristics of science in the narration, these characteristics are 
quoted in the website, comprehensively (in classification of the stories by NOS). 

About the locating of the characteristics of  Nature of Science in the proposed activities, indicatively, 
we can quote the following: 

A) The activity 2 concerns the characteristics of Nature of Science: a) “There are historical, cultural, 

and social influences on science” and  b) “Science has a subjective element”. 
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B) The activity 4 concerns the characteristics of Nature of Science: a) “Scientific knowledge is 

tentative but durable”, b)“Science demands and relies on empirical evidence” and c) “Science has a 

subjective  element”. 

C)  The activity 6 concerns the characteristics of Nature of Science: a) “Scientific knowledge is 

tentative but durable” and b) “Science demands and relies on empirical evidence”. 

D) In the activity 7 concerns the characteristics of Nature of Science: a) “Scientific knowledge is 
tentative but durable” and b) “Science demands and relies on empirical evidence”. 

E) The activity 8 concerns the characteristics of Nature of Science, which are quoted in the previous 
activities: 2,  4, 6 , 7 and the next activity. 

G) The activity 10 concerns the characteristic of Nature of Science: “Scientific knowledge is 

tentative but durable”. 
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